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"...no people in history have ever been so betrayed, or so easily betrayed, by power-seeking
scoundrelswithin theirownranks as have theJews." - RobertWelch, founderof theJohn Birch
Society (1)

The second edition of this publication is essentially the same as the first but has several minor
textual alterations and corrections.
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Scapegoats OldAndNew

In the Middle Ages, kings recruited Jews to do their dirty work as tax collectors. (2) The theory behind that was

very simple: when the oppressed peasants had had enough, instead of rising up against their overlords and

oppressors, theywould march into the ghetto and pogrom the local Jewish community. Throughout history, Jews

have been scapegoated in this way, sometimes with no justification at all. This is not to say that a pogrom is ever

justified, the Jews have their bad apples the same as everyone else, but wreaking Yengeance on an entire community

is neverjustifiedjust because a few of its number are prepared to cooperate with tlT ants, or eYen to act as their
henchmen. (3)

The Nazis realised the value of Jewish scapegoats too. In Junelg34,thelewish Cltronicle reported that the Nazis

were trying to scapegoat the Jews for the then current currency crisis in Germany. [t was also reported that Nazis

leaders were planning to stage an attempt to murder Hitler by "Jewish and Communist conspirators". (4) Seven

years later theywere at it again; this time they appointed dozens of Rumanian/German-speaking Jews in occupied

Rumania as food controllers, ostensibly because of their linguistic ability, but in reality so that the Jews rather
than the Nazis would tre blamed for the inevitable food shortages. The alternative for those Jews who refused was

the concentration camp. (5) Doubtless they scapegoated Jews in other rvays as well.
But if both kings and Nazi leaders have used Jews as scapegoats, the past masters at this dishonourable

profession have [een the communists. Although the myth of Jewish communism was built, in its early stages,

around feon Trotsky, the communists were not slow to pick up on the Jewish-communist conspiracy theory. In
addition to the countless Jewish "intellectuals" who were attracted to this dreadful, inhuman philosophy, often

out of misplaced idealism, many persons of Jewish origin were appointed to leading positions in the Eastern BIoc

after it fell under communist control thanks to the evil machinations of Churchill. (6) So intensely were Jews

concentrated in the Hungarian government for example that the 1956 Hungarian revolution had all the appear'

ances of a pogrom, as David Irving points out in his bookUPRISlNG! (7) As no one could ever accuse Irving of
philo-Semitism, this is a worthy admission.

From Class Hatred To Racial Hatred

The driving force behind communism was originally a fanatical class hatred, but since the end of the Second

World War, if not before, the emphasis has switched from class to racial hatred. Realising that they have no

appeal to the common people, the communists, socialists and fellow travellers have infiltrated bona lide

movements concerned with social injustice and social change. The two fields in which they have been most

successful are the nuclear disarmament movement - CND in Britain - and the race relations industry.

Now it is a fact that racial prejudice, discrimination and bigotry bring no credit to any of their practitioners; it
is also a fact that historically these practices have been directed primarily by white people against non-whites,

through thewhite supremacywhich the European "Imperialists" practised against colonial peoples, to apartheid

in South Africa and segregation in the American Deep South. Likewise it is a fact that there has been much

injustice under these ryit"-r, as under all other systems of government. But it is not a fact, ie it is manifestlynof

true, that white people generally are vicious racial bigots. Even where strict segregation is enforced, this is due

primarily to deeply entienched social mores and customs rather than to racial hatred. Such social "taboos" are

no more indicative of innate hatred than the Latin distaste of drunkenness or the Islamic taboo against adultery.

However, the infiltration and takeover of the race relations industry by communists and fellow travellers has

been remarkably successful. By ilenying "fascists" andrscists any platform on the spurious grounds that they are

a threat to democracy and free speech, and by denouncing all opponents of absolute collectivism and forced

race-mixing as fascists and.racists, they have hijacked a once humanitarian movement and turned it into an

instrument of anti-white bigotry and hatred. The "no-platform" stance is extremely convenient because it allows

everyonewho takes issue with them on any point at all to be hysterically denounced, attacked - perhaps physically

- and to tre denied any right to refute or eyen to reply to the most outrageous libels.
It is ironic that while the hatred of certain whites for blacks, Asians etc is readily, often too readily, recognised

- as is anti-semitism exhibited by all groups - the hatred of the white race by the proponents of "anti+aclsnz" has

gone all but unrecognised. The no-platform for fascis ts,racists ad nauseum has also been applied across the board
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to "education' and has not stopped at rewriting history. In fact, history has largely been rewritten in Marxist
terms until the development of Capitalism and Imperialism has [reen turned on its head and traduced as some

sort of grotesque anti-white conspiracy theory (8) which would do justice to the authors of the spurious Prolocols

of Zion. (9)

From Belsen To Searchlight

Central to this rervriting of history and perversion of the movement for social change has been the Holocaustrthe
alleged genocide of the Jews by the Nazi r6gime during World War Tko. The suffering of the countless tens of
millions of (mostly,4ryan) goyim in WorldWar Tlyo and the Imperialist nature of thewar have been either
forgotten or discounted.
In April lg{Drthelewish Chronicle reported that, "Pro-Fascists are endeavouring to spread internal dissension

by stirring up hatred against the Jews. Communists are pouring out propaganda that the war is being waged in
the interest of capitalist Impeialistsrandtheir paid agents are active amongmunition workers and even the armed
forces." (10) The following month itrry,as announced that as well as the fascist journal Action, the communist
newspaper the Daily Worker had been banned from dispatch abroad because both "are well known to make a
practice of publishing allegations which create in the minds of neutrals misapprehension about British Policy."
(11) In other words, killing Germans. It was only after Hitler attacked the Soviet Union that the comrades of the
'\trorkers"' movement changed their minds about the true nature of the war. Suddenly, from being an Imperialist
war it became a life or death struggle against fascism.

Thus it became 'politically correct" to kill Germans, and, after the war, as the Nlies and the Zionists spread
their atrocity propaganda about the death camps, by skillful manipulation of the media the message was

drummed home that the only suffering that mattered was Jewish sulTering. (12) To this, Iater, was added the
suffering of the non-white peoples of the world due to the mythical disease of racism. Neither the suffering nor
the aspirations of white Gentiles counted for an$hing.

The deluge of Holocaust propaganda led to the recruitment of many Jews into the misnamed. "anti-racist"
movement. Rather than pious Torah Jews who devote their lives to the study of the Talmud, these "Jews" were

"racial Jews", that is theywere persons of Jewish ancestry and in most cases no more Jewish than the indigenous
population of Britain is Christian. One of these racial Jews was Maurice Ludmer (1926-81). Ludmer visited Belsen

in 1946, and many years later he would repeat the vile anti-German canards spread by his hatemongering

co-racialists and British defamers of the German people about the Germans manufacturing lampshades from
human skin. (13) Such lying propaganda was originally spread by anti-German propagandists during the First
World War, now it was simply recycled for the benefit of the gullitrl e goyim in order to incite hatred against their
kinfolk (14)
As welt as spreading and perhaps to some extent swallowing this vile, anti-German hatred, Ludmer became an

active communist and Iater moved smoothly into the field of race agitation. He was j oined by his co-racialist Gerry
Gable, and together they became the driving force behind the Marxist lie machine that would later become known

as Searchlight.
Gable was eleven years Ludmer's junior, so was not old enough to visit Belsen. However, his hatred of theAryan

race was triggered off by another and entirely dilTerent incident. One Easter, when Gable was ten years old, a
Moslelte teacher at his school said to him, 'You're a Jew, aren't you Gable?" This wicked teacher also told his
class that the Jews had killed Jesus, which resulted in poor Gerry having to run home under a hail of stones, one

ofwhich left a permanent scar. On his brain. (15) In a 1989 interviewwith th e Northem Eclto, Gable told the paper,

"The war killeil 53 million people. There must be no forgiving and no forgetting." (16) Of course, to him only the
(alleged) murder of six million Jews really matters, neither he nor Ludmer cared about the other 47 milliongoyint,
especially those wicked Aryans.

Searchlight was established at about the time of British Nazi leader Colin Jordan's "Free Britain from Jewish
control" rally which was held in London's Trafalgar Square on Sunday 1st July 1962. (l'1) The pretext used was

that there was a need for a news agency to monitor the supposed resurgence of Nazism, presumably to stop the
likes of Ludmer and Gable being turned into lampshades, but the reality is that even without the hate campaign

of the media and left wing organisations, the appeal of Nazism in this country has never been great. Jordan -

sincere but misguided idealist that he is - has always been a figure of curiosity or of fun to the British media.
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Other, more demagogic Nazi leaders, American Lincoln Rockwell for instance, are given a wide berth by most
people because their fanaticism is clearly recognised, and unwelcome, however persuasive their rhetoric. Indeed,
it might be argued that it is this hate campaign which to some extent creates the limited support Jordan, Rockwell

and their movements enjoy. (18) So Searchlightwas set up as a news agency, and, initially, published a short-lived
annual broadsheet. The first editor of this was Jewish MP Reginald Freeson.

1974 saw the publication of what was to become the archetype for the tlpical Searchlight smear job, a pamphlet
called A Well-Oiled Nazi Machine. Combining Ludmer's whining, rvailing and innuendo with Gable's by now

legendary sloppy research, it was, amazingly, an instant best seller. In February the following year Searchlight
(19) was launched as a magazine, and was published regularly from April. Among the lies and fantasies it has

embroidered and endorsed since its inception are the Column 88 Nazi underground scam, (20) the 1981 Notting
Hill Carnival bomb plot, and the mythical 1986 plot to murder Gable by Conservative MP Gerald Howarth. (21)

Not content with libelling Mr Howarth in a 1984 TV documentary, Gable sought to blacken his name still further.
Pivate Eye paid.the damages. (22)

Searchlight's original agenda, to monitor and theretry check the mythical resurgence of Nazism, was quickly
forgotten. ln 1967 , alarmed at what they perceived as the swamping of their country by alien cultures and the
inevitable miscegenation and racial death, a gfoup of patriots and white nationalists came together as the
National Front. The founder and first chairman of this patriotic organisation was A.K. Chesterton, a pre-war
fascist and anti-semite who Iater moderated his views. Chesterton's fascist ideolory had in no rvay compromised
his patriotism, unlike most if not all of his detractors, many of them Jewish, Mr Chesterton fought in tloth world
\ilars, an achievement very few people could boast. And, although he refused to believe that Adolf Hitler was the
Deyil Incarnate, he condemned the Fiihrer's anti-Jewish policy unequivocally. "Anti-Semite" Chesterton even

exposed the crude anti-semitic forgery,4 Racial Programme For The Twentieth Centttry, the product of the sick
mind of Eustace Mullins. (23)

Although the leadership of the National Front was made up largely of patriotic, democratic Britons, including
many ex-servicemen, there were a number of people connected ryith it who had been involved with various lunatic
fringe Nazi outfits, including Colin Jordan's National Socialist Movement. Aided and abetted by their fellow
travellers in the mainstream media, itwas a simple matter for the Searchlight Organisation to build up a totally
dishonest picture of the National Front and similar organisations as "Nazi" fronts. [t was then only a matter of
time before any white person who spoke out against immigration or forced race-mlxing could be smeared as a

racistrfascist, Nazi or fellow traveller. This was later extended to cover Black Separatists and even Jews who have

dared to breach the "no platform" rule institated by Ludmer, Gable and their hatemongering co-racialists and
goy fellow travellers.

At the time of writing, the British government is making overtures to the terrorist murderers of the IRA" who,

along with "Loyalist" terror gangs have been responsible for over 3,000 deaths in Northern Ireland since the
beginning of "The Tloubles". Although there have been individual acts of anti-black, anti-Asian and anti-Semitic
violence in this country, including murders of some immigrants and members of ethnic minorities, there has been

no orchestrated terror campaign as in Northern lreland. Yet by some perverted logic it is acceptable to debate

with the murderers of the IRA yet taboo even to allow a platform for members of legal political parties such as

the British National Party and the National Front.
It is this no platform for "fascists" along with the hate campaign against the extreme right, including by Jewish

organisations - like Searchlight - which has, more than anl,thing else, nurtured the virulent anti-Semitism of these

parties, and ofcourse, the n ore they are suppressed by the likes of Searchlight, the m ore they will hate all Jews.

Gerry Gable: Arch "Aryan"-Hater:
Secret State NarkAnd Agent Provocateur

Let us nowtake a closer lookat the spider at the centre of this web of evil, Gerry Gable. Like his mentor Ludmer,
Gable began life as a communist and stood as a candidate in Northtield Ward, Stamford Hill, where he polled
178 votes, less than 33Vo of thetotal. (24) As Stamford Hill is unquestionably the most heavily populated Jewish
area of Britain, this refutes the lie of Jewish communism, but Gable's interests were not so much in the field of
communism as militant "anti-fascism" and the promotion of race-mixing. He was a member of the 62 Groupr (25)
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a violent bunch of Jewish thugs who modelled themselves on the post-war 43 Group. He does however have another

agenda which occasionally shows itself.
in January 1964, Gable and another Jew were conyicted of and fined for burglary artifice at the home of the then

respectable if maverick historian David lrving. (26) This was not a serious criminal offence, and, unlike most

burglaries, was not carried out for material gain. Its significance is that they claimed at the time that they were

loofing for material to hand over to Special Branch. In 1980, Gable was again exposed as a tool of the Secret

State, and this time not of his own volition. The now notorious Gable memorandum is reproduced in full as an

appendix to this pamphlet. There have also been other hints of Gable's links (27) with the Secret State. (28) Many

leftwing groups now refuse to workwith SearchliSht. (29)

In rqZO, ltartin Webster wrote an article for the then National Front magazine Spearhead in which he claimed

that the Zionist conspiracywas alive and well and living in Britain. (30) The "Zionists" in this case were intimately

connected with the Searcnnght Organisation. As, in his own words, Gable, who is a hard line Zionist, (31) has

"links" with all manner oftof security Secret State operatives, one is entitled to ask Is the organisation which he

now runs another tentacle oithe Zionist octopus, or is it used as a cover for the Secret State to carry out its dirty

tricks against extremist parties and groups of the right, and, more lately, of the left?

The OtherFace OfHatred

Gable,s hatred of Nazis and anti-Semites does not extend to the lowlife he employs to do his dirty work and spread

canards about the white ethnic movement in Britain and atrroad. ln 1979 he teamed up with Ray Hill, a thrice

convicted violent thug, petty crook, raciat bigot and anti-Semite. On his return from South Africa, Hill, who sold

his soul to Organised Jewry in JohannesburC, (32) acted as informant and. agent provocateur for Searchlight.His

biggest ,"u-\ou, the phony 1981 Notting Hill Carnival bomb plot. That same year Hill and Gable tried to set up

u Foup of right wingers in 6icester in a gun running scam, but although they captured most of the "evidence"

oo 
"u-*.u, 

the police were clearly aware of their game and showed profound disinterest. (33)

Historian Richard Thurlow wrote of this: "Hill provided evidence that practically all of Britain's nazis were

implicated in some of these activities, including the British Movement, the League of St George and Column 88"'

(34j professor Thurlow misses the point. Gable realises that however much noise he and his co-racialists make

about the evils of the mythical disease of racism,the extreme right cannot be outlawed in Britain as long as this

country maintains a pretence of democracy. The onlyway the hat edAryans can be prevented from spreading their

- to him - vile philosophy of White Survival, is if it can be proved that they are engaged in terrorist activity. Hence

the ,,evidence" that praciically all of Britain's "Nazis" haye been involved in one conspiracy after another to bomb,

burn and take over the country, after which they will send all the Jews, blacks, Asians and queers to the gas

chambers, of course.
The other "former Nazi" supposedly recruited by Gable as a "mole" inside the far rightwas Tim Hepple' Hepple,

a very much younger man tnai HiU, nas had an extraordinary career of subversion in both the extreme right and

the extreme left. This has been documented by three recent studies, one by Hepple himself and Gable, and two by

Larra O,Hara. (3S) It goes without saying that the first of these must be taken rvith a Iarge pinch of salt. Hepple

was a member of both-the British National Party and of the grotesque, American-based race-hate organisation

the Church of the Creator.
It is however his activities in the extreme left that have provoked most interest in Mr Hepple and his paymasters.

Among other things, Hepple tried to palm off a fake list of far right supporters on an anarchist group in order

to set them up for attack b] "fascists". (36) He has also openly incited violence against the British National Party.

(37) Anil, in his largely fictional account of his odyssey through the extreme right, Hepple, or rather Gable, inserts

tle following quote: "At Christmas 1988 during the holiday a girl in my vitlage was going out with a black guy'

Despite 
"r..ytniog, 

I couldn't think of one gootl reason they shouldn't go out together." (38) Obviously this is

,oor-"thiog iable would like to see happen more often, or even to be made compulsory in order to destroy the

hated.Aryans for good. Revenge for thi Holocaust and. on the Mosleyite teacher who accused his race of deicide

and forced him to run home urrd". u hail of stones. Gable's passion for miscegenation doesn't extend to his own

race, both his wife and his ex-wives are of Jewish origin. He also likes to keep business matters very much within

the tribe and, lbr example, patronises the Jewish lirm of solicitors, Bindman and Partners, (and lately KoskT

Seal & Co).
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Why Anti-Semites Blame The Jews

It is not true that everyone who hates Jews hates them for an irrational reason. Some hate them because they
believe they are plotting to take over the world, or that they are behind communism, or that they corrupt everlthing
they touch. Some hate them because they are rich, some because they are poor. (39) Some hate them for the sake
of hating someone; there is a lot of hate in the world, and, the constant whining and wailing of Organised Jewry
aside, there is no reason why the Jews shouldn't have their share. tsut although many anti-Semites hate Jews for
absurd reasons, or for no reason at all, much if not most of the hatred directed at ordinary Jewish people is the
result of the activities of the likes of the Searchlight team. Consider the following.
Searchlight is a Jewish organisation. (40) It campaigns to make racism and fascism illegal, to deny racrsls and

fascists any platform under any circumstances. It trrands as rqcist any white person who is hostile to non-white
immigration, forced race-mixing and intermarriage. Since most people of all races prefer their own kind, (41)
this will naturally include the overwhelming majority of white people. Thus, all rvhite people are racist. Although
fascism does haye a fairly precise definition, in practice the word is frequently used as an epithet. Thus, the police
are often branded fascistsl when they guard "lhscist" demonstrations they are interpreted as being in league with
fascists. In reality, the police have a dufyto police all large public events and to protect all citizens from violence,
regardless of their political views. Having branded some individual, party or group fascist rracist or anti-Semitic,
often on the most tenuous evidence or smear by association, Searchlighl can then deny them a platform and
proceed to lie about them gratuitously, as indeed it often does. (42) But what do people see? They see Jews denying
them their civil liberties, they see Jews libelling them, slandering them, they see Jews pushing race-mixing. And
so on.
Now let us consider Searchlight and in particular Gerry Gable's two-way traffic with the British Secret State. We

have already alluded to the 1"976 Spearhead article by Martin Webster. (43) What was in effect here, and still is,
is an organisation staffed by Jews that trades information with such organisations as M.I.5., does its dirff work
try smearing "subyersives" - of the extreme left as well as the extreme right - and is given carte blanche to carry
on its own contemptible activities. Again, the anti-Semites see a Zionist (or Jewish) conspiracy at work This is
something of which both Searchlighl and its pa;'rnasters in the Secret State are well aware. Indeed, it is a belief
they go out of their way to foster because they know full well that only "Nazis" and the lunatic fringe will believe
such rubbish. Andwhile people are blaming the Jews, theywill not be looking for the real enemy.
It would be possible to elaborate on all the preceding, but if the penny hasn't dropped by now, it never will. The

Searchlight Organisation then is not an anti-fascist or "anti-racisf" organisation, nor does it campaign against
anti-Semitism or any other form of hate, intolerance or bigotry. Rather, it is a cy,nical attempt to exploit
anti-Semitism in order to destroy our freedoms, Western Man's institutions, and indeed, Western Man himself.
Searchlight is not unique, indeed there are many other organisations in Britain and elsewhere with similar aims.

The so-called'defence committee" of the Board of Deputies of British Jews is one of them, and of course there are
many non-Jewish organisations, including matry which are not involved with racial and Jewish issues, whose
raison d'€tre is people control. It cannot be denied however that Searchlight - the magazine, the organisation and
the people who run it - have made a career out of hatred and lies, and that they are a major cause of organised
Jew-hating in Britain today. For this reason they must be exposed, isolated, and cut out of our media like the
cancer they are. In particular, all sincere Jewish support for this organisation must be withdrawn, but that is a
step which only Jews themselves can take.

Recognising And Combating Jewish-Inspired Racial Hatred

We have demonstrated here I think that Se archlight is basically an anti-Aryan organisation (44) and that it is the
unconditional racial hatred of its controllers for Western Man which is responsible tbr inciting hatred against
all Jews. (45) Much anti-Semitic propaganda is based on collective guilt, the smearing of all Jews on account of
the dastardly deeds of a few bad apples. Organised Jewry however would have us believe that the Jews have no
bad apples, and that even the most anti-social or eyen murderous behaviour is excusable provided only that the
perpetrators are Jewish. (46) This is no more apparent than in the field of race relations, which has been virtually
hijacked byJewish hatemongers, the classic example ofwhich was the late and unlamented Maurice Ludmer. The
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campaign to destroy indivitlual rights, and a crusade to destroy Western Man, and ultimately all races saYe one.

ln Decemner 1946, Christopher Mayhew, then a Foreign Office official, received the following anonymous epistle:

Mr Mayhew, Under Secretary, Foreign Affairs, London. Remember the verywords of the great Stephen S. Wise

"Vye are going to get a Jewish state soon in Palestine" andwe fighters from Lahome Herut Israel, add "Also against

the decision of the British Foreip Office".
Don,t forget that the Jewry defeated with your British assistance the bloody and damned Nazis i.e. the first

Germanic nation, and donrt forget too that its nowyour turn as the second arrogant Germanic nation to kiss our

feet.
We are determined this time to squash you British sons of a bitch and we declare war to the finish against the

British.
For every Jew you stinking British pigs kill in Palestine you will pay a thousandfold in fetid English blood-

The L H I has passed sentence of death on the British pig Mayhew.

The execution will soon take place by silent and new means.

Signed Lahome Herut Israel. (47)

Shortty after this letter arrived a letter bomb campaign was instigated, but luckily Mayhew was not targeted.

Christopher Mayhew has been a lifelong support-er of the Palestinian cause, and his book Publish it noL-.The

Middte East Cover-(Jp (48) lifts the lid off the black veil of censorship Organised Zionist Jewry has long effected

over the Western media by the ruthless exploitation of Jewish influence in the media, by persistent lohbying and

by unremitting hate and smear campaigns.
it go"r without sayrng that if such a letter had been sent to Searchlight (49) it would have been interpreted as

rabitlly anti-Semitic. Mayhew, charitably, dismissed his missive as crank mail, possibly because, like the

ovenrielming majority olpeople, he believes, erroneously, that racial hatred is all on one side. This again is due

largely to the work of Jewish propagandists and hatemongers'

Jewisn racial hatred, whether of Aryans as in the case of Searchlight, or of the Palestinian people and Arabs

generally, should be no more acceptable than hatred of Jews by Gentiles. Any Gentiles. As with Searchlight' the

way to combat this evil is lirst and foremost to recognise it, to expose it, and finally to cut it out. The people who

will make the loudest noise about this are, as always, the servants of political Zionism, who conveniently interpret

any attack on any Jew or Jewish organisation as anti-semitism. In reality, these people are political gangsters

who hide behind the name Jew. An attack on "a Jew" or on "the Jews" is no more an attack on all Jews than an

attack on "the Americans", or "the British" or "the police" is hate or bigotry. Indeed, the police are attacked all the

time for brutality, harassment, cormption, much of the time with justification, yet they don't whine, wail and

scream over how much everybody hates them.

The Searchlight Educational Tru st

Let us now briefly mention the Searchlight Educational Trust. This is archAryan'hater Gable's latest venture.

According to records filed at Companies' House the Searchlight Educational Trust was incorporated in London

on July 31, 1992. A number of respectable people were recruited as dupes to make up the board of directorsl these

includt Carrie Supple, a teacher and author of a book onthe Holocausfi Robert Purkiss, a black TGWU official

and director of Ocean Sound Radio; and Kenneth Leech, a clerk in holy orders. One person missing from the

board of directors of the SET is Professor Michael Billig, currently on the faculfy of social sciences at

Loughborough University. Probably because Searchlight shareholder Billig is anything but a dupe. This distin-

guisheil Jewiin professor is in fact the author of one of the nastiest smears Searchlight has ever produced. In

79l9rA"published Psychologt, Racism & Fascism,which used Searchlight's usual guilt by association to label

such distinguished psychologists as Hans Eysenck, Nazi fellow travellers. (50)

The correipondeni of the Searchlight Educational Trust is Mrs Sonia Gable. Interestingly, Mrs Gable was a

member of the National Front, the National ParE and the League of St George in her previous incarnation of

Sonia Hochfelder. And she never made any secret of her ethnic origins at the time either, so there can tre no

question of her having been some sort of "mole" a li Ray Hill. (51) Nor could there be any question of the future

Mrs Gable treing or having been a self-hating Jew because she was even then a passionate Zionist. (52)
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Oneofthe professedgoals ofthe SearchlightEducationalTrustis: THE PROMOTIONOF GOODRELATIONS
BETWEEN PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT RACES AND RELIGIONS. This is indeed a laudable aim, but onewhich
is totally at odds with the cartoon reproduced on page 10. This appears in Searchligh, eyery month. When the
current writer published a similar cartoon of Searchlighl editor Gable (see front cover) he was falsely accused of
anti-Semitism, specifically of being part of "a long-running campaign lry unknown anti-Semites to 'incite hatred
against Jews."' (53) This was a typically libellcus allegation by one of the leaders of Organised Jewry in Britain,
and one which he has since had cause to regret.
The cartoon I publishedwas in an entirely different context, but it is difficult to see any reason at all the cartoon

of French politician Jean Marie [,e Pen was and is published by Searchlighf other than to incite hatred against
the wicked.4ryan goyim. The natural reaction of this sort of sustained attack by Jewish hatemongers and their
goy fellow travellers is for white nationalists to attack Jews, which they do. This is then used by Searchlight as
justification for further attacks on the wicked,Aryans, which in turn leads to further anti-Semitism, and so on.
Rather than attacking Jews for the sins of Gerry Gable and his fellow hatemongers, the correct response is to
isolate Searchlight like the cancer it is as a prelude to destroying it.

The Strange Case OfEinherjar

In August L993, shortly after the publication of At WarWth Society, a Nazi fanzine calledEinherjarwas mailed
out to right wing extremists. Peppered with obsessive anti-Jewish language, this putrlication amounts to an
advertisement for At Wqr Wth Society. Larry O'Hara has accused the Searchlight team of publishing the
document as disinformation. (54) Regardless of Searchlight's and Gable's Secret State agenda, if this publication
originated with them, as it maywell have done, O'Hara is missing an important point, the racial hatred angle.
Not only do Jews like GablehateAryans,theyliterally invite..4ryans to hate Jews, often with considerable success.
The current writer mentioned this document to an anti-Zionist rabbi who said that it wouldn't surprise him if it
had indeed emanated from Searchlight, "lt's their raison d'€treu, he said. (55) He was referring specifically to
anti-Semitism, but there can be no doubt that Searchlight's need to tre hated by the goyim is only part of the
equation, the other part is the almost pathological hatred its Jewish controllers have for theAryan race. Again,
this illustrates the necessity of isolating and removing this cancer, this parasite on the Jewish people themselves,
and this spiritual malaise of Western Man.

Why Organised Hatred Has The
Appearance Of Conspiracy

'I DON'T BELIEVE IN THE CONSPIRACY THEORY OF HISTORY...I've been accused ofjust such beliefs the
moment I pointed out that a great many forces were converging in a single direction. They don't have to conspire
if they have the same world view, aspire to si;nilar goals and take concerted steps to attain them." - Susan George
(s6)

The Searchlight Organisation is only one of many'Jewish" organisations worldwide which preach fanatical hatred
of Western Man and his system of government and democratic institutions, and campaign tirelessly for the
abolition of all three. The professed agenda of such organisations is the abolition of racial hatred, intolerance,
anti-Semitism and the mythical disease of racism. Their real agenda though is so transparently obvious that it
can hardly be called hidden. The smokescreen they use is the rhetoric of "anti-racism". Space does not permit an
examination of their dogma here, but it will suffice to say that they believe firmly in compulsion to achieve their
evil aims. This involves the abolition of free speech, the enactment of laws governing employment quotas for ethnic
minorities, censorship, the suppression of race science on the spurious pretext that it is "Nazi", and a host of
other things.
It must again be stressed that it is not only Jewish organisations which are involved in this worldwide campaignl

whether or not the driving force can be said to be Jewish remains to be seen, but the inescapable fact is that many,
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many ,,racial Jews" exhibit a barely disguised hatred of white skin, and the Searchlight Organisation is unques'

tionably the nastiest domestic example of this'
There exists an enormous body of-anti-semitic literature which attempts to tie all Jews into some worldwide

conspiracy through such organiiations as the Board of Deputies of British Jews, the Anti-Defamation lrague of

B,nai B,riin and the Alliance Isra6lite Universelle backed up by various updates and interpretations of the

protocols of Zion.It would be uncharitable - and erroneous - to dismiss all such authors and theorists as

anti-semitic cranks, in reality they are often sincere people who are trying to build a coherent world view out of

something they rightly regard as undemocratic and sinister, and inexplicable by any means other than world

conspirai*y. Oraer ana orlanisation often have the appearance of conspiracy, but, as I think has been clearly

dem|nstrated here, thereis no conspiracy at work, only blind, unreasoning hatred, and a mind-set which has

ensnared the greater part of mankind by the ruthless promotion of lies, censorship, fanaticism, emotional

blackmail and-wery dirty trick under the sun. It is this which is our spiritual malaise, the bane of all mankind,

and it is this naked tyranny against which we must all struggle, and from which we must seek to liberate both

Western Man and the rest of the human race, including of course the Jews themselves.

The protests of the Searchtight Organisation, the Board of Deputies of British Jews ad nauseum that any

opposiiion to their tyranny is i'anti-Semitism" is exposed for the naked lie it is. It is their own interests (and

pervertel ideolory) they seek to protect, not those of their co-racialists, and certainly not those of the non-white

|eoples of the world whom they ritnlessly exploit as cannon fr dder, grist to the mitl of their evil goal of destrof ng

thehatedAryans.

Jewish Racial Hatred: The Hypothesis StatedAnd Tested

Just as many whites exhibit hatred in varying degrees tolvards non-whites, especially blacks, and as Gentiles of

many races hate Jews in varying degrees, so too do Jews hategoyimrbutespeciallyAryans.

The loyatty ofthese "Jews" i57j is to their own race, their own organisations or to the state ofIsrael. Hard core

Zionists are loyal only to Israel. Other, "radical", Jews become involved in the Trotskyite internationat. (58)

various agencies of government and subversion have long recognised this weakness of the Jewish character and

have ruthlessly exploited it, particularly the Soviets (59) and more generally the communist international. (60)

Jews and p*"ro6 ofJewish origin have been recruited as plausibly deniable agents ofespionage, counter-intel-

ligence aid mischief-making. When they have been used to do the dirty work for the communists, the cry of

anti-semitism (ie Jewish/Zionist conspiracy) has been enough to silence all detractors, or ifnot to silence them

then to bracket them with the lunatic fringe. (61)

Testing this hypothesis is a little diflicult, but we can do it by using the method of reductio ad absurdum. Let us

consider the facts and examine the alternative theories:
The facts are as stated, the Jewish role in communism, "anti-fascism", the promotion of forced race-mixing and

other forms of subversion is well-established. It is possible that there is a) a biological basis for this; b) a

socio-historic onel c) that it really is a worldwide conspiracy; il) that it is idealism or misplaced idealism which

attracts so many Jews to this sort of activity; e) that it is the very antithesis of idealism which attracts them, and

that in addition to this they are deliberaiely recruited by agencies of subversion, he it the Secret State, the

communist international or rvhatever.
The biological explanation as expounded by, for example, Lincoln Rockrl'ell in his magnum opus Wite Power.

(62) is one ihat is overtly anti-Semitic, but not necessarily untrue. However, Roclcvell's thesis, that all or virtually

all evil is Jewish is too naive to warrant further discussion here. Similarly the ravings of Eustace Mullins, whose

numerous anti-semitic tracts are not to be taken seriously, perhaps even by himself. The socio-historic explana-

tion is not one that should be dismissed lightly: as lvell as some of the world's great sutrversives and villains the

Jews have produced some of the world's greatest chess players, actors, and, Karl Marx excepted, some of the

world,s genuinety great economists, Ludwig von Mises for example. (63) I'{evertheless, this theory is not quite

tenable b*"art" Jews have been involved in this sort ofactivityworldwide'
The conspiracy explanation is the one which has the most appeal because, its detractors claim, it is simplistic'

In other frelds of study however we are told that the simple explanation is the one we should always look tbr; in

science this is known as the law of parsimony or Occam's razor. And so lve should look for simplicity here, but

the reality is that a conspiracy only iooks like a simple erplanation. For a conspiracy: Jewish, Zionist or whatever
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to operate globally without some sort of central organisation is just about impossible. Who makes the policy?

Who gives the orders? How are they relayed? And so on. Another reason for rejecting a purely conspiratorial
explanation of the machinations of Organised Jelrry - including the Searchlight Organisation - is that to do so

does the likes of Gable an enormous injustice. It presupposes that they are not capable of hate, malice and
chicanery on their own initiative, that they have to wait for someone else to instruct them. This is surely not the
case.

That leaves only the idealistic explanation or the mercenary one. Anyone rvho reads the poisonous screeds of
Gable and his co-racialists in the "anti-fascist" and "anti-raclJf" movements with a little bit of will sawy will soon

realise that the last thing that motivates them is idealism. They literally drip over with hatred, particularly hatred
foranyform ofracial integrity.When exhibitedbythegoyim,thatis.The hatredis all too obvious, the only question

that needs to be answered is: do they hate for the sake ofit or are they paid for their endeavours? The power and
influence Searchlight and similar organisations wield in the media and over national policywill suffice to answer
that. In short, they are anti-Aryan hatemongers who are employed by our netv masters (6a) in much the same ryay

their ancestors were employed by the rulers ofyore. Anti-Semitism is thus exposed as a colossal red herring, one

which is encouraged, fermented and ruthlessly exploited by Jewish subversives themselves. For this they deserve

the contempt of all mankind, and especially of their innocent co-racialists, who in Biblical fashion have suffered
for the sins oftheir "brothers" to the Nth generation.
If this hypothesis sounds absurd, it should be noted that Jewish self-hatred is a well recognised phenomenon.

Anti-Zionist Jews are often smeared as such by Zionist Jews for having the gall to attack their hatemongering
co-racialists for condoning, or at best ignoring, the oppression, torture and murder of the Palestinian people.

Gable himself has smeared the anti-Zionist Jew Tony Greenstein as such. Greenstein is a Troyskyist and fellow
trayeller of Larry O'Hara. In this connection it should be noted that whites who have attacked the brutality of
the South African security services, or eyen that country's apartheid policies, have never treen attacked as

self-hating.4ryans) eyen by the John Tlndalts of this world.

The Unstated Premise OfAnti- Semitism

Another point the reader might like to consider is that in every "academic" study of anti-Semitism - those which
are not smeared as anti-Semitic - the entire blame for Jew-hatred is always placed on the goyim. This is almost
the casewiththat other - and in this case imaginary- disease,racismralthough here it is possible to find occasional
acknowledgement of anti-white racial hatred, in blacks for example. Ironically, such acknowledgements, and
condemnation, are usually reserved for Black Separatists such as the more militant elements of the Black
Muslims. Like White Separatists, these groups are not necessarily race-haters, but literally Separatists.
As far as anti-Semitism is concerned though, there is never a whisper that any Jew may at any time be motivated

by hatred of the goyim, or more specifically of Aryans. Not only is no mention ever made of it, it has never even

been mooted that such hatred exists! Anytime Jews do react with hatred - or violence - towards theAryan goyim,
such tlehaviour is interpreted as an excusable - or eyen commendable - reaction to anti-Semitism. Condemnation
of physical attacks by Jewish thugs on the likes of Robert Faurisson has been muted, where it exists at all, and
eyen then the tendency is to blame the victim, in Faurisson's case lbr daring to suggest th:t any Jew could be less

than truthful about the Holocausf. (65) Many other Aryans have been viciously assaulted with even less

"proYocation".
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Anti-semitism, The Fallacy Of BadApples And The
Whining Corruption Of Organised Jewry

If a Jew lends money, all Jews are usurers. If one Jew is a participant in a frnancial scandal, the Jews are

manipulating the economy...There are Jews everywhere. We can be blamed for everything." - American Jewish
Libertarian Aryeh Neier (66)

Although Organised JewrT and their powerful allies and dupes greatly exaggerate the perceived threat of
anti-Semitism, there are most definitely peopte all over the world who hate Jews. Not all of these people are cranks

or bigots, some, the Palestinians for example, have more than a case to answer. The realify though is that there

are probably fewer genuine anti-semites among the Palestinians - percentage-wise - than there are in the United
States and Britain. The Poles are quite possibly the most anti-semitic nation on Earth, indeed, a reading of the

wailing-and-gnashing-of-teethlewish Chronicle for the early Naziera gives one the distinct impression that, along

with Julius Streicher, the Poles were considerably more feared and hated by the Jews than Hitler.
The role of Jews in the spread of communism has been a major cause of anti-Semitism in recent history.

Conspiracy or no conspiracy, and however much they may whine and wail that communism is not Jewish, there

is no denying their role. (67) Historically the Jews have been up to their necks in conspiracy, usury' revolution,

you name it, the Chosen Race have done it. But so havetheAryans, thewhite races of non-Jewish ancestry. Between

1450 and 1700, as many as 100,000 people were executed for witchcraft. (68) In Northern Ireland,2,618 people

killed and more than 33,000 injured between 1969 and 1987. (69) This is what the goyim do to each other. The

histories of some peoples is far less bloody than those of the whites and the Jews; the Inuit for example, principally

because they have no history at all to speak of. Attempting to quantify evil on a racial or national basis is absurd,

it is even more absurd to do so on a sexual basis. Almost all the atrocities in history have been committed by or
at the behest of men. True, there has been the odd monster like Elizabeth Bathory, (70) but any anti-Semite who

wants to make out a real case against the Jews will find it far tougher going than making out a case against the

male of the species. (7L)

Protocols of Zion and other nonsense aside, the case against the Jews is made out principally on their bad apples,

of which there are many, and of which the Searchlight Organisation is undoubtedly one of the worst examples.

But the problem is exacerbated considerably by the whining corruption of Organised Jewry who rather than

apologise for or face the reality oftheir bad apples, refuse stoically to credit that there are any. In January 1983,

the shortJived radical Labour Party newspaper Labour Hercld published, among others, a cartoon of the then

Prime Minister of Israel, mass murderer Menachem Begin, in Nazi uniform. (72) The caricature was grotesque,

but nowhere near as grotesque as Begin himself. The reaction of Organised Jewry in Britaiu - represented by the

so-called Board of Deputies of so-called British Jews - was to report the publisher - radical leftist Ken Livingstone

- to the Attarney General with a yiew to prosecution under the notorious - and mainly Jewish/Zionist-inspired
Race Relations Act.(73) Wisety, the Attorney General took no action. (74) One wonders how many years the Board

of Deputies would like to have seen Mr Livingstone sent to prison for.
This is the reaction of Organised Jewry wortdwide: anyone who attacks any Jew is attacking him as a lew.No

matter how heinous the crimes of the individual concerned. It is for this reason more than any other that the Jews

are hated.

The Prosaic But UglyTruthAbout
The World Zionist Conspiracy

There exists in English, French, German and Russian an enormous ttody of conspiracy literature relating to the

Jewish Question. And in quite a few other languages as well; the Protocols of Zion has been translated into every

language from Finnish to Arabic. [t was once the most widely distributed book in the world bar only theBible!
(ZSi fn October l992,an advertisement for a bookwas published in the Japanese financial press which claimed

that the Jews were behind the Japanese stock market crash and that they were plotting to overthrow the Japanese

Imperial family! (76) If such a book had been published accusing the Mafia, (77) the IRA or some Colombian
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drug cartel of attempting to destabilise Japan, no one would have taken the slightest notice, but because the

conspiracywas laid at the door ofthe Jews, as ever the reaction was one ofhysteria. (78) Conspiracy and nonsense

aside, the basis for the more rational beliefs in theWorld Zionist Conspiracy are Jewish financial and commercial
hegemony, Jewish influence in the media, the role of Jewish "radicals" and Jewish influence generally.

Jewish financial hegemony is a reality, or at least it was historically. Banking, especially "international banking"
has been to a great extent dominated by Jewish families. (79)

The name Rothschild has become virtually sJmonlmous with "international" banking. (80) Jewish commercial
hegemony does not exist; in the free market the consumer is sovereign; no one has to buy from Jews, so if Jews

appear to dominate the market, they must be doing something right. (81) Jewish influence in the media is again

far from a myth. At one time every studio in Hollywood was owned by lews. (82) Jews are also well represented in
both the American print and telecommunications media and the tsritish media, and, of course, Searchlight.
Anyone who mentions these inconyenient facts will be immediately branded anti-Semitic. But since when was it
hate to state the plain, unjaundiced truth? Again, many people seeing this massive Jewish presence in the media

believe it to tre a conspiracy. And again, many people simply have no idea about how human beings - and the media
- really operate.
Conspiracy or not, it would be foolish in the extreme to imagine that a medium, any medium, with such a heavy

Jewish presence did not to some extent reflect Jewish aspirations. And shortcomings. To suggest othenrise is an

insult to the inteiligence, and this is just what Jewish organisations and individual Zionists and "anti-fascists"
do. \Yriting as long ago as 1939, one author stated candidly that "...anyone who cares to investigate the Jewish
question soon frnds that fear of Jewish influence is a very potent silencer." (83) And he hit the nail bang on the

head when he said, "The argument of Jewish propagandists to the effect that Jews are not really powerful, and
that they are not really wealthy, only further arouses anti-Semitic fury, because this denial is a refutation of the

obvious.. (84)
The heavy presence of Jews in the media, in politics (85) and in "anti-fascist" organisations obviously counts for

something. The deluge of anti-Aryan propaganda spewed out by Hollywood since the end of World War Tlvo is

living testimony to the former: the films of black actor Sidney Poitier are appalling examples of racial hatred, as

is the lictionalised monstrosity Holocaust, and.the laughable fantasy Roofs. In the United States, Zionist groups

spend hundreds of millions of dollars every year lobbyng on behalf of the state of Israel. Can it really be that all
this money is wasted? Any suggestion that Jews work together, that they scratch each others backs, that Jews in
high places pull wires, or, more often are leaned upon by their co-racialists to grant them special privileges, is

immediately condemned as anti-Semitism. (86) On the other hand, it is recognised that other groups, political,
racial, both and neither, engage in the same tactics. The influence of Freemasonry in Iocal government, the police

force and other institutions is well documented. Like the power of Organised JewrT it may tre grossly exaggerated

by propagandists, by cranks or by people who haven't researched the subject properly, but it is real nevertheless.

The power of the press is real, ditto the arms industry, the police force and so on. None of these groups always

get their own way, but when they don't, it's never for want of trying.
The bottom line of the World Zionist Conspiracy is that there are a lot of Jews in high places, in the media, in

various positions ofpower and authority throughout the world, and occasionally they scratch each others' backs.

Or, frequently in the case of many, and constantly in the case of Organised Zionist Jewry. To recognise this and

to state it is not anti-Semitic or an incitement to hate Jews as Jewish leaders and "anti-fascists" would have the

world believe, it is simply making an honest statement of fact. But honesty like integrity are strangers to Jewish

leaders, who, like the Searchlight team, are the lyorld's master liars, its greatest hypocrites, and care, ultimately,

only for themselves, and the remorseless aggrandisement of power,

Communism, Zionism And Judaism

Afinalwordis in orderwith regardto the conspiracyliterature.The conspiratorial and fascistic nature of Zionism

has been well documented by a number of recent studies, some of which make the Protocols of Zion look tame by

comparison, and most of these books have been written by people who could not be smeared as anti'Semites by

urry i"uroouble person. (87) (This does not of course include Jewish leaders). Communism and Zionism have

common ideological roots, the prophet of both was the German Jew Moses Hess (1812-75), contemporary of Karl
Marx and author of Rome and lerusalem, (1862). But this hardly proyes the Jewishness of communisml Nazism
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and communism also have common ideological roots: the founder of fascism, Benito Mussolini (1883-1945), was

a one-time socialist, and as fascist leader of Italy he appointed several Jews to positions of power in his
governmenL (88)

The anti-Talmudic literature, including the outpourings of one-time anti-Semite Eustace Mullins, is, to put it
politely, total rubbish. Mullins'screeds were totally disingenuous, (89) but other people genuinely believed, and

continue to believe, that the Jewish religion is the hub ofthe great conspiracy. This has been largely due to their
attempting to forge links between religious Torah Jews, and subversives who just happen to be of Jewish origin.
(90) The reality, of course, is that there are none. If you were born in Nazi Germany and were of "good German

blood", you could have become a Nazi. Today, ifyou were born in the Diaspora and can proYe yourself ofJewish

origin, however tenuously, then you can become a Zionist lanatic. The Jewish religion plays no part in the Zionist
"conspiracy'', it is simply a mast to which the Zionists nail their flag, and, of course, it is a vera convetrient one

because any criticism of their mendacity can be immediately denounced as anfi-Semitic.
In short, the Jewish religion has been hijacked by a vicious, fascistic movement hellbent on world domination,

or at the very least silencing all opposition to its evil ends. The Zionists are not, for the most part, Jews in any

meaningful sense of the word, but ale political gangsters who exploit the name Jew for their own filthy gain. (91)

That is all there is to it' More than that, the Zionists actually hate the orthodox' as any real Jewwill tell you' (92)

This makes their condemnation of and incessant whining about anti-Semitism eYen more hypocritical.

Appendix The Gable Memorandum

The text of this now notorious document is reproduced here in full. This particular version is taken from /- obster,

issue 24, December 1992, pages 3-4. Spelling, punctuation, errors and layout have been preserved as far as

possible. (93) This, together with Searchlighlt other activities, in particular Gable's smears on Libertarians,

anarchists and prominent Conservatives, tends to confirm the claim ofone ofits unwitting recruits to the current

writer that the Searchlight Organisation is run not by misguided idealists or even by Jewish fanatics but by

freelance hatemongers rvho will smear anybody for a few shekels. (94) And the Jews of course will take the rap.

Which is clearlywhat Gable and companywant.

LONDON WEEKEND TELEYISION

From Gerry Gable
Date 2nd,May,l977
About Agencies
To Julian/Mike Braham/Barry Cox (Please keep these reports secure)

Phil Kelly was a member of the Young Liberals who in the sixties joined what was known as "the Red Guard".
young Liberals like peter Hain and Peter Hellyerwent against the traditional Liberal line and started campaig'

ning along lines more akin to the Radical left. They stood out against the Yietnam \YarlApartheid and for the
palestinians against the Israelis. At home they were for direct action on housing and other evils in our socie6r.

In the first place, as I understand it, Kelly was an odd frsh in the rather middle class Young Lib circles, he had

a strictly working class background.
He wai up to his neck in various campaigns in 1967. The Biafra aid set up was one of them- He was also seen

frequentty during that year at the oflices of the Yietnam Solidarity Campaign. It was suggested that in either late
,67 or early ,68 he travelled to Cuba and was trained as was "Carlos" during the same period. Certainly Cuba held

a Tri-Continental conference at that time involving many third world and Latin American states where Cuba was

active in spreading their own brand of revolution. It is suggested that parallel to the conference, an extensive

course of tiaining in Guerilla warfare and Espionage took place. If the latter is true, then certainly Cutra's own

Secret Service would have been aided by the KGB on the espionage side of the courses. In the early part of 1969

Kellywas seen at the Soviet Trade Mission in London.
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I think that around this time he worked on the Hornsey Journal or another paper in that area, then he moved

to work in the new radical press - treing a familiar face at Black llwartTSeven Days and later Time Out. Hellyer
and some other Young Liberals got very inyolved with the Palestinians around this time and in the summer of
1969 Ketly went to Jordan, not, as he told people, to see the refugee camps, schools and medical aid groups, but
to a proper Fatah training camp. Members of the Baader Meinhof group also attended these camps and Iearnt
their bomtring and killing skills in them. Kellywas taught firearmslexplosives and went out on some treks to the

Israeli border with Fatah patrols.
Around this time, returning to London, Kelly acted as a cheer leader on several Arab demonstrations in London

and during frghting in one of them he was seen to kick a policeman.
But although he seemed firmly in the left camp, a number of odd things about his attitude towards a person he

knew to be hostile to the left are rather strange, on several occasions he could have trlown the cover ofa man who

had infiltrated the Palestinians and some left groups. This man ran into him time and time again, including once

at a function organised by the Cuban embassy in London. Kelly was seen on lrish Rights marches the night the

Ulster office was attacked, medical aid for Yietnam, Portugese meetings and even a demo over Anguilla.
Wherever he worked on left journals he always seem to get into a position [section illegible, but probably "had

access to the"] names and addresses of subscrilrers. Reports from lef't watchers state that he has been to Cuba,

America, East Germany, Jordan and Sofia in Bulgaria for a Peace Conference. In the early seventies he went to
work in West Germany and was away for around two years, I understand that he worked as a sports reporter (he

was there at the time of the Munich massacre). He also had a German girl friend whose name is either Gerde

Jager, or Jaegar, the daughter of a rich lawyer. She is said to be close to SWAPO operations in Western Europe
and tied up with something named "Informist"?
Back in Britain Kelly worked at Time Out and was instrumental in introducing Mark Hosenball to stories that

are part or even all of the reason for his deportation order. Around Time Out a group of Americans, Kelly, Duncan

Campbell (the technolory freak), plus Crispin Aubrey and John Berry (not just a former Army signals cler\ but
a former member of British Military Intelligence) began to operate.
More than a year ago Kelly started to work for lnterpress Services, a press agency ofwhich he appears to be the

sole employee in this country.
Even some of the left watchers here thought that this agency was set up at the time of a Third World Conference

held in Colombo in Sri Lanka a couple of years ago and that in some way it is connected rvith the Yugoslav State

Press Ageucy. However our checks reveal that it was set up in ltaly in 1968 as a press co-operative and the directors
are South Americans and ltalians, one of the original people before Kelly at this end was John Rettie - a man I
still have to check out but was in some KGB scandal in Moscow some years ago.

The last return made by the co-op shows an annual turn-over of a quarter of a million pounds sterling, although
it preceeds Kelly's joining them (at least officially) salaries are shown as only two thousand per annum.

Hosenball, who to my knowledge was always keen to meet any new contacts, told me that he had refused to meet

Kelly's contacts in Germany but would say no more. He was also prepared to tell me that the co-op was, as he

understood it, set up try some Chilean Christian Democrats who in more recent times dropped out to be replaced

trythe Iraquis, although no signs of this appear on the company house records. Hosenball is frightened to tell me

more a[out Kelly and it is almost certain that Ketly could blackmail Hosenball to keep silent. Since the

Agee/Hosenball exaulsion notices were issued, Kelly is often being seen more and more running round organising

things. When Hosentrall made it clear that he did not wish to lre used as political cannon lbdder, Kelly wrote an

attack on him that appearec.inthe Leveller, aradical miugazine.

This is not all that Kelly has done for the Leveller, he has also produced material on West Germany for them

about the trials ofthe Terrorist groups.
The arrest of Campbell/Berry and Aubrey has caused a civil rights row, but according to my top level security

sources, they inform me in the strictest confidence that for about four years Campbell, Berry and Kelly and others

have been systematically gathering top level security material. Campbell, who claims to have only an interest in
technological matters in as far as the state in involved, had done four years detailed research into the whole

structure of the other side of not only our Intelligence seryices but those of other NATO countries. He has also

gone to people who work on top security contracts and started off by asking them about open commercial work
their companies do and then graduatly asked them for information on top secret work, including that on

under-water detection hardware, which he clearly knows is lleyond the pale.

Politicalty it appears that the group have no one political guiding light or line, but Kelly is suspected of being

the KGB man who reaps the goodies gathered by people who are possibly as disapproving of the KGB as they are

of the CIA. [TWowords illegible but probably "Other teams"] like this have been operating in France and Sweden.
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(Agee has been in contactwith the Swedish set up.) The security services feel that once the real nature of this case

begins to emerge they expect people like Jonathan Aitken will fade away fast. The security service accepts that a
number of decent people have been signed up to support these people on civil rights grounds and they also

unoflicially accept all the short-comings ofthe act that they have been held under, but they say they are sure this
has gone well beyond the bounds ofPress Investigation.
Hosenball, although supposedly having his differences with KellS was party to a strange chat tretween Kelly and

Steve Weisman at Granada's Christmas party. Theywere going through a list of contacts and what Hosenball's
reaction would be be if he were asked about them. I could not catch the names but when one name came up all
three ofthem seemed very keen to keep it out ofthe hearing.
Hosenball got extremely angrywith Malcolm Southam of World In Action when asked about a man named KarI

Yon Metre, thought to be an American living in Paris, andwould not talk about him. Hosenball's Paris trips are

a mystery.
He told me two years ago that the reasons for his Paris visits were to go through files taken from a Portugese

office of an extreme right wing group that used a press agency as a coyer. At the time of the army take over in
Portugal they had been seized and taken to Paris. However, my own investigation showed that the files were not
in Paris at all had had never been taken out of Portugal, so why lie? His contact in Paris is Frederick Laurent, a
youngman whoworks for the leftwingpaper Liberation andwho lives in verygrand style in a huge Paris apartment.

When Hosenball and Kelly had hold of the Crozier material the.v were very keen not to check out right wing
connections but to trace phone numbers they felt belonged to Secret Service establishments etc. Hosenball also
went to Spain, I think to track down one of the people mentioned in the Robert Moss letters, but despite all this
research most ofwhat they got was not appearing in print anyway. Kelly was not happy about Searchlight using
the documents and I think Hosenball, who had done work for Searchlight on various occasions, felt embarrassed
by his attitude.
Kelly's current girl friend is Dorothy Jones who works for the People's Press Service or News Service, a sort of

Agitprop outfit. Kelly moved into a house in Hemmiugford Road, Islington, some time last winter. He shares it
with Richard Fletcherwho is on the London Co-op Educafion Committee, (strong links with East Germany) this
is at 104 Hemmingford Road, N7.
Iwent to the house one darkwinter nightjust after they had moved in. Iwaswith Mark Hosenball and the reason

for our visit was to get some more photocopies of the Moss letters.
When we arrived, a man who I thought must Fletcher came to the door. The building is a shop, trasement and

upper part, it was in a bad state of disrepair and the man was plastering or something like that. He said to Mark
"there is a caucus meeting, Phil's up top". Mark told me to hang on and ran upstairs to the top floor. Being a

nosey bugger I followed and in the top floor front room were about seven or eight men, nowomen, all seated on

cushions on the floor with no centre light.
They were a mixed age group. I didn't recopise any of them and they did not seem to know me. KeIIy looked at

me staring in over Hosenball's shoulder and leapt up and pushed us out of the room. He said to Mark in a lorr
voice \ilhy did you bring him here?" and Markwaffied on about not being able to contact him in advance and I
needed the lefters that very night as Searchlight was going to press on the next day. Kelly took us to the basement

and produced the papers and then ushered us out as quickly as possible.
I have now given the names I have acquired to be checked out by British/French security services, especially the

French and German connections and the South American stuff is being checked by Geoffrey Stewart-Smith's
institute. He has strong CIA links. I may try somebody in the Israeli Foreign Office that I know for some checks

on Kelly. It is norv a time of waiting for feed-back and also further checks here.

I have attached a number of documents including a transcript of Kelly's interview with \Yorld in Action. It goes

without saying that I would like this kept strictly secret.
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Notes And References

(1) Quoteil in On Target, Vol. 23, No' 11, November 27 
'1993' 

page I (128)'

(2) Jews have also been singled out for special taxes throughoui history, in England and elsewhere' See tbr example

the[Jniversatrewish nncycl'lopiarrund"ir,qx coLLECTbRS &TAXATIOI{.LThe [Jniversallewish Encyclopedia'

volume 10, pages llg-ilz,published by universal Jewish Encyclopedia Inc', New York, (1943)'I

(3) some of these collabor-ators with the enemies of the Jewish people did verywell for themselves' The Rothschild

family and others eventually became the power behind the throne, while the Mediaeval usurer Aaron of Lincoln

(c1125-c1186), accrued a forture 
'".ood 

only to that of the king and was' according to at least one account'

despised more for his arrogance than for his ethnic origins. One chronicler recorded that "Aaron the Jew' who

held us in his debt, coming"to the House of St. Nban in great pride and boasting, with threats kept on boasting

that it was he who had made the window for our St' Alban"'" *

on Aaron,s death the king confiscated his wealth, something rvhich occupied his treasury for some considerable

time.
* The {Jniversal Jewish Encyclopedia, Volume 1, page 6'

(4) Jewish Cttronicle,JuoeZl,tiZl,see the torgu.iiJ" called,GERtuIAAYCzuSlS THKEATEISED The Economic

Impasse..., starting on Page 15.

(s) JEWS MUST SER/E"NAZI poLrcYFood Controllers in Rwnania,published intt.eletvislt Chronicle,lune

13,1i941^,page 10.

(6) Although he is still hailed as a hero by the British establishment and mainstream historians' churchill was

as responsible as any man for prolonginglhe second worldwar. Not that Hitler was any sort of angel, but it has

been well established that from 1940 Hitler tried desperately to sue for peace on terms that would have been

anything but unlavourable to Britain. If churchill had accepted instead ofpursuing his fanatical vendetta against

the Nazi leader, the war would have ended in a negotiated settiement, and the Jews would have been expelled from

Europe instead of thrown into Auschwitz and oti". 
"uorpr. 

Countless millions of lives, Gentile and Jew' would

thus have been sPared.
(7)Onpages13-6,IrvinglistsawHowASWHOII'{HUNGARY;outofatotalof56names'23wereJews'on
page 4T rquoting an Ame"rican sociologist, trving says "The communist leaders were perceived as Jews by almost

100 per cent of the people we have seen.n He also ilakes the point th atthebiglews in the ParE leadership trampled

on Jewish businessmin and manufacturers, (page 48). iUfRlSf,VC! ONE NATION'S I'{IGHTMARE: HUN-

GARY 1956,by David lrving, published byVeritas, Australia, Second Printing, (1986)].

(g) The Institute of Race i"iutiorr' pamphlets Roots of Racism and Pattems of Racism are particularly vile

examples of this poisonl they are eYen more vile because they were published for the specific purpose of

brainwashing schoolchildren.
(9) An anti-Semitic document, probably of Tsarist origin,whichwas circulatedin Russia at the turn of the century

to incite pogroms. rt purports to be the minutes of a secret meeting of Jewish plutocrats' Although it has been

refuted time and tim*guio, the bigoted and the gullible continue toitaim that it is genuine, or that it if it is false

in fact it is true in sPirit.
(10) HITLER,S WORLD-WDE.FIFTH COLUMI{' Fascist Anti-semite Traitors IEWSH WARNINGS CON'

FIR\,IED,published inthetewish chronicle,April 19, 1940, page 1, (quoting the London Evening Standard)'

(ll) Iewish Chronicle,May t7,1940, page 8'

(12) This is not intended Ls ao upotory fr. Nazism. Nthough the exact number of people - Jelvs and Gentiles -

who died in the Nazi concentration camps is a source ofcontinuing controversy ancl heated debate, only a fool or

an outright liar would dispute the reality, that many people were murdered in these camps' including the camps

in Germany. But another point only a fool or a liar would dispute is the fact that the German camps' in particular

Belsen, were witt'ully misrepresented by Allied and JewishZionist propagandists as extermination camps' In

reality, the thousands of peoplewho died in Belsen, Dachau etcwere largelyvictims of tlphus and mass starvation

rather than mass murder. This has long since been conceded. See for example The Relief of Belsen, published by

the Imperial War Museum in 1991.

(13) See for example the Guardian, February 25, 1980, page 8' , -
(14) Falsehood in Wartime, by Arthur Ponsonby'Mf, punllsned by the Institute for Historical Review, Torrance'

California, (1980), originally published in 1928'
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In this connection it should be never be forgotten that 12,000 Jews died lighting for Gerrnany in World War I,
they too were the victims of anti-German hate propaganda, which at that time emanated largely from Gentile
sources. Anti-Semites always conveniently overlook such facts.
(15) This is an anecdote which Gable has doubtless repeated many times. See in particular Lift in the shadow of
thefascistthreat,by MartinShipton,publishedintbeNorthemEcho,September2,Lgsg,page6 andRelentless
searchligltt on hunfingthe hated,article/interview by David Winner, published,itthelewish Chronicle,October23,
1987, page 10. However, Iike almost everlthing else Gable spouts about "fascists", it is gartrage; there was no
Moslelite schoolteacher and he wasn't stoned by anyone. For a documented expos of this Gable-esque fantasy,
the reader is referred to IEW-HATERS, BLACK-HAZER$ WOLENT CRIMINALS, IIYPOCNITES, AND
LARS CO\DEI{NED OW OF THEIR OWN MOUTHS: A Guide For Teschers And Educators To The Ciminal
Conspiracr Knov;n As The Searchlight Organisation, by Alexander Baron, published by Anglo-Hebrew Publishing,
London, (October 1994).
(16) rbid-
(171 Or so Gable has often claimed; it was actually founded as late as 1965. For the early history of the original
"Searchlight ^{ssociation", the reader is again referred toBaronrlew-haters..., (op cit).
(18) Jordan retired from active politics in the mid-seventiesl Lincoln Rockwell was assassinated in 1967. No
subsequent \azi'leader or demagogue has shown either Jordan,s charisma or Rockwell,s dynamism.
(19r As far as possible I have italicised the word Searchlighr'only when it refers specificiJly to the magazine, as
per the usual convention.
(20) For a brief resum6 of Column 88 see Searchlight on a Searchlisr... by Alexander Baron and, The Truth About
"Seatchlishr's' Inlonnotion Network, both published by Angto-Hebrew Publishing, 1993. For an analysis of the
Notting Hill Carnival bomb plot, see Notes from the Underground: Bitish Fascism 197+92, Part Ttvo, by Larry
O'Hara. published in Lobster, pages L5-21, issue 24, December 1992.
(21) These alleg'ations were comprehensively refuted. See Zies, dsmn lies...and Panorama, by Robin Oakley,
published in the Daily Mail, March 16,1984, pages 22-3.
(22) See Hlo:e Eve,Nlay 29,1987, page 8, (MR GERALD HOWARTH APOLOGY); December 2z,lg}g,page 6,
(Reginald Guiiii'er-BuckinghamAnApologt); and June 7, l99l,page7, (MRLAMES RO,IS).It has been suggested
that Gable acfually believed this rubbish about Gerald Howarth and that he was set up by his manipulators. Gary
Murray. a former 1I.I5. operative repeats the canard in his 1993 book Enemies of the State, albeit in a heavily
censored form. But Murray also refers to Gable as a respectable veteran journalist and praises his "expert
research'. which hardly engenders confidence in the efficacy of the securify services.
Q3) THIS \t{\. 15 DANGEROUS, published in CANDO{IR: The Bitish Wews-Letter, Yol. )CKI, No 503,
September. 1970. page 180. After an exhaustive investigation, the forgery was originally convincingly exposed in
the Lnited States as long ago as February 1958 by the Washington Evening Stal nelryspaper.
(A) Haciae: Ga;ette AND NORTH LONDON ADVERTISER, May 15, L962,page 4.
(25) Lobs:er. issue 12, undated but cDecember 1986, page 35.
(26) S€€ I -L\I \ OT A FASCIST says author who was tricked by anti-l'{azis, published in the Islington Gazette,
Januan 17. 1964, page 8. The other man in this case was Manny Carpel. In April 1981, while working for
Searchligitt. Carpel rvas jailed for two and a half years for a politically related arson. When Gable and Carpel
stood Fial for the November 1963 burglary, a third man, also Jewish, was acquitted.
(27) Re fhe claim - by Manny Carpel - that he and Gable (and the third Jewwith them, who was acquitted) were
looking for material to hand oyer to Special Branch, this claim was almost certainly bogus. For a comprehensive
anall'sis of this iand the background to the Gable memorandum) the reader is referred to Searchlight On Gerry
Gable: Secre t Stote Asset Or Liability? A Citique Of Larry O'Hara's Flawed Conspiracy Theory,by Nexander Baron,
published b1 .{nglo-Hebrew Publishing, London, (August 1994).
This is one of Gable's favourite words, and one which he uses to smear all and sundry as racists, fascists, Nazis
and fellow travellers. In his case though the "Iinks" are well documented.
(28) See for exampleRelentless searchlight on huntingthe hated, (op cit).
(29) Anarchists in particular, and the CARF collective.
(30) Zionists run biggest 'diny ticks' operation in Bitain, by Martin Webster, published in Spearhead; June-Jsly
L976,pages 6-8 &17.
(31) In 1987, he boasted to thelewish Chronicle that he had son in the Israeli army, where, presumably, he later
helped to suppress t}ne intifada and maybe even shot dead one, or several, of the hundreds of Palestinians,
including young children, these spiritual heirs of the Third Reich have murdered since then. [See Relentless
searchlight on huntingthe hated, (op cit)1.
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(32) In his lie-ridden autobiography * Hill claimed he "established friendships with "a couple of Jewish chaps"
who had been extremely kind to my family and myself when times had been hard." For 'been extremely kind" read
"they gave me money". These 'Jewish chaps" were later identified as leading South African Zionists.
* THE OTHER FACE OF TERROR: Inside Europe's Neo-Nazi Network,byRay Hilt with Andrew Bell, published

by Grafton Books, London, (1988), page 60.
(33) See for example The Other Face of Teror, (ibid), and Searchlighf, August 1981.
(34) Fascism In Britain A History, 1918-1985, by Richard Thurlow, published by Basil Blaclovell, Oford, (1987),

page 288.
(35) In chronological order, these arezA LIE TOO FAR -- SEARCHLIGHT, HEPPLE & THE LEFI, by Larry
O'Hara and Tim Scargill, produced by Mina Enterprises, GA Mail Order, Camberlen (1993).

AtWarWth Socieg: TheExclusive Story OfASearchlightMole InsideBitain's FarRight,byGerryGable, published
by Searchlight Magazine, London, (1993).

AT WAR WITH THE TRWH: THE TRUE STORY OF SEARCHLIGHT AGENT TIM HEPPLE, bY LATry

O'Hara, Produced by Mina Enterprises, London, (1993).
(3O See in particular AT WAR WTT'H THE TRWH, (ibid).

Q7) FIGHTING FASCISM, by 'Eagle Scout", published in Green Anarchisf, Autumn '92, No. 31,, pages 9-11.

Q8) At Wqr Wth Society, page 13, (op cit).
(39) The idea that all Jews are rich is a colossal fallacy. See for example Poor Jews: An Ameican Awakening,
Edited by Naomi Levine and Martin Hochbaum, putllished by T[ansaction Books, New Brunswic\ New Jersey,
(1974).
(40) Although a number of goyim have worked for it in the past and continue to, the important, inescapable fact,
is that Searchlight has always been both Jewish-owned and Jewish-controlled.
(41) This applies notjust to race ofcourse but across the board socially. For example, most people prefer the
company of pe6ple of their own age, famity, hobbies and business aside. This does not mean that the old hate the
young or vice versa. Indeed, it is often considered unnatural for people to have relationships - especially sexual
relationships - across the generatiou barrier.
(42) For an analysis of Searchlighf's smear technique and a partial listing of some of its many lies and mistakes
the reader is referred to Editors! Are You Being Fed A Load Of Bullsh#Z, (op cit).
(43) Spearhead,lune-Jrly 1976, pages 6-8 & 17, (op cit).
(44) I don't like that word but in this context it is probably the most accurate one to use. Throughout the whole
of the Nazi era, reports on the situation in Germany published inthelewish Chronicle which referredtoAryans
always put the word in quotation marks, and the tone was inevitably contemptuous.
(45) Britain's hard core anti-Semites believe that all Jews support Searchlight, when probably most of them are
not even aware ofits existence.
(46) How much louder would the protests against the 1982 Sabra and Shatila massacres have been if they had
occurred not in the Lebanon but in South Africa? Andwhat if British soldiers had murdered children in Northern
Ireland in circrrmstances similar to those murdered by Israeli "soldiers" during theintifada?
(47) Page l9,Publish It Not...The Mid.dle East Cover-Up, byMichael Adams and ChristopherMayhew, published
by Longman, London, (197 5).
(48) rbid.
(49) The magazine does indeed receive quite a volume of hate mail, not unreassnatrly in the case of Gerry Gable.
(50) Psychologt, Racism &Fascism,by Michael Billig, published by AF. & R. Publications, Birmingham, (1979).

Ihe smear on Eysenck is particularly disingenuous as Gentile Eysenck is not only a refugee from Nazi Germany
but both a Jewish supremacist and married to one!
Billig has been replaced by Dr Anthony Kushner, yet another Jew and like Billig an "academic"l Kushner is cut
from the same cloth as Gable.
(51) Acorrespondentwriting to the l,eague of St George journalLeague ReviewinAugust 1978 complained thus:
"Dear Sir, I am heartily sick and tired of Jew S. Hochfelder's ceaseless efforts to force this troublesome tribe of
sell chosen people down our throats...Must their infiltration, whining and take-over be put up with even in the
last bastions of white-racial circles?"
(52) An earlier letter to League Review, (issue 19, April 1978, page 23), from S.B. of Reading protested against
"the fervenfly Zionist SH..."
(53) tewish Chronicle, May 14, L993,page9.
(54)AtWqrWth The Truth,page2i, (op cit).
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(55) It is sipilicant I think that in spite of prompting from O'Hara and a written invitation from the current
writer, Gable has not to date either issued a libel writ or sought an injunction againstAt WarWth The Truth.
(5O Susan George in A FATE WORSE THAN DEBT, (page 5), published by Penguin, Harmondsworth,
Middlesex, (1988).
(57) It must again be stressed here that these people are for the most part nominal Jews and certainly not the
pious, religious Jews who devote their lives to studying the Torah and use it to interpret the world as it is today.
It must also be stressed that there are no proper racial criteria for Jewishness in the same way there are for
Negroes or Chinese, for example.
(58) It is ironic that these "racial Jews" are often among the greatest critics and enemies of the state of Israel;
their hatred is not so mlch of thegoyim orAryans as of their own white skins.
(59) In his excellent study of alien and subversive influence in the United States just after World War Tlvo, John
Beatypoints out thatthe rulers of Russiawerewell aware of thisweakness of theJewish character: "Itis sipificant
that a number of documents from the Russian Embassy specifically note 'Jew' or 'Jewess' in entries on their
relevant Canadian agents or prospectiye agents..." * After commenting that no one should really be surprised
that certain American Jews of European origin would readily betray the country that had given them shelter,
Beaty stresses that in his opinion "the really guilty parties are those Ameicans of native stock who, for their own evil
purposes, plared the pro-Soviet individuals in positions where they could connive at the stealing of Ameican secrets
of atomic warfare" . *x lHis emphasis). In other wcrds, people other than the cr,,mmunists readily recognised this
flaw in the Jewish character. ***
* Page 35, The lron Curtain Over Ameica, by John 0. Beaty, published by Wilkinson, (1951). This book has of

course been routinely smeared as anti-Semitic. Beaty is quoting here from a report of the Canadian Royal
Com m ission, which presumably was also anti-Semitic!
* Page 35, (ibid).
*+* Gary-Allen's runawaybest sellerNone Dare Call It Conspiracy and.W. Cleon Skousen's The Naked Capitalist

give an insight into the reasons hightyplaced (andwealthy) Americans of native stockwould have employed such
subversives, Jew and Gentile, for their own ends.
(60) Just because the Berlin Wall has collapsed and the Soviet Union appears to be making strides towards a
market economydoes notmean thatthe battleagainst communism is over.As everyintelligentconspiracytheorist
knows, the real goal of the communist "conspiracy" is not communism but socialism, ie the planned economy.
And planngfl people.
(61) An i-nteresting bookwhich covers this phenomenon from an American perspective is Dangerous Liaison: The
inside stom of the US-Israeli covert relationship and the intemational activities it has sened to conceal, by Andrew
and I-eslie Cockburn. Here, the authors present eyidence that the Americans have been only too willing to allow
the Israelis to do the dirty work for them, not only in the Middle East but in Africa and indeed in the Americas,
south ofthe border.
(62) See ll'hite Power,by George Lincoln Roclnrell, Second Edition, (September 1977).
(63) Other races also have more than their fair share of over-achievers in various fields: the Chinese are master
table tennis pla.vers, Negroes boxers, and so on.
(64) Or in the case of Searchlight, freelance hatemongers who sell their services to the highest bidder.
(6, In 1989. Professor Robert Faurisson, a small man in his sirties, was attacked by Zionist thugs, fired tear gas

in his face. kicked him in the head, broke hisjaw, fractured his skull, broke a rib, and poured acid on his face.

La l{emoire des luifs claimed responsibility for this outrage. * Other Holocaust Revisionists have also been
assaulted. ircluding Jewish Revisionists.
* I,?1R\7}G ! Zionists at Work, published in Vanguard, NOVEMBERyDECEMBER 1989, issue 28, page 18.

(66') Page 5, Defending My Enemy: Ameican Nazis, the Skokie Case, and the Risks of Freedom, by Aryeh Neier,
published b-v E.P. Dutton, NewYor\ {1979).
(67) Ironically, Jerys have also produced some of the most vehement anti-communists, in particular Litrertarian
Ayn Rand and the free market economist Ludwig von Mises.

{G) The Encyclopedia of Reli$on,Volume 15, page 419, published by Macmillan, NewYork, (1987).
(69) Page 15, PUPPETMASIERST The political use of terroism in ltaly, by Philip Willan, published Constable,
l,ondon, (1991).
(70) The Hungarian countess who is thought to have murdered up to seven hundred ofher servants. She bathed
in their blood.
(71) This is the specious Iogic of militant "feminists". The now thankfully defunct '\yimmin's" magazine Sp are Rib
was a prime example of unconditional hatred masquerading as anti-fascism. But rather than Aryans, Jews or
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blacks, the hatred of this motley crew of lesbians and teft wing fellow travellers was directed at men, principally
but not exclusivelywhite, Anglo-Saxon, middle class men.
(72) Labour Herald, January 1,L983, page 5. Although it supported the Labour Party, Labour Herald was neyer
an official Labour Party publication.
(73) The whining of Organised Jewry was particularly venal in this instance. Leaving aside the proyen atrocities
of this kosher butcher, if the cartoon could be said to tre anti-Jewish it was also anti-American, and other cartoons
on the same page were equally unflattering, including one depicting the Falklands War. Time and again this
message is drummed home to the goyim, that Jews are a "special" people, and that their race deserves special
protection and special privileges. With leaders like this and "anti-fascists" like Gable it is little wonder that they
are hated.
(74) Personal communication from Ken Livingstone MP, January 17,1994.
(75)PageIT,WARRANTFORGENOCIDE: The myth of thetewishworld-conspiracy andthe Protocols of the Elders
of Zion, by Norman Cohn, published by Epe and Spottiswoode, London, (L967). This book is essential reading
for all serious students of the Protocols of Zion.
(76) American Jews to hold tail{s in Tolqo over hate adverts, by Tom Tugend, published in theJewish Chronicle,
October 8, 1993, page 4.
(77) Although the Mafia exists in a real sense, it is not an hierarchical, autonomous organisation as many authors
have made out. It is more a state of mind. The IRA most certainly exists in a literal sense, but althougl there is
some hierarchy to it, it is basically a collection of murder and terror gangs operating in a cell system over which,
ultimately, no individual or group of individuals exercises, or can exercise, complete control.
(78) Like the IRd the Mafia and the Colombian cartels, Zionism is a cancer. The difference is that it operates
on an international scale andwith spurious legitimacy.
(79) See in particalar Our Crowd,by Stephen Birmingham, published try Macdonald, London, (1986). The author
identifies an 6lite of German-Jewish families ofNewyork Ghman, l,ewisohn, Kahn, Straus, GoldmanrWarburg,
Guggenheim, Seligman, Loeb, Sachs, Schiff.
(80) Banking though has been by no means a Jewish monopoly. See for example Outrageous Fortunes: The Story
of the Medici, the Rothschilds, and I. Pierpont Morgan, by Cass Canfield, published by Harcourt Brace Joyanovich,
NewYork and London, (1981).
(81) Just as it is a colossal fallacy that all Jews are involved in some megalithic conspiracS so too it is a a fallacy
that all Jews are rich. See for example Poor rews, r,evine and Hochbaum, (op cit).
(82) For the full extent of Jewish power in the movie picture industry the reader is referred to The Jewish Image
In Ameican Film by Lester D. Friedman and the embarrassin gly titled An Empire of their Own: How the leis
Invented Hollywood,byNeal Gabler. Both authors are Jewish.
(83) Bitain's lewish Problem,by M.G. Murchin, published by Hurst and Blackett, London, (1939), page 46.
(84) Murchin, Bitain's Jewish Problem rpages 192-3, (ibid).
(85) Thelewish Chronicle forApril 8,1966, pages 1&12, revealed that a record forryJewish MPs had been elected
to Parliament. Similar heavy Jewish representation can be found for later elections and. on both sides of the
Atlantic.
(86) In its October 15 L993, issue (page 40), th e lewish Chronicle reported that at a recent meeting of B,nai B,rith,
Lord Lester, who, it boasted, was "one of the architects of Britain's Race Relations Act", had clashed with Jewish
Home Secretary, Michael Howard. It seems that the hatemongers of international Zionism will not be satisfied
until they have destroyed all free speech on race issues in Britain. Howard though told them where to go.
(87) Three of the more significant and important are Pubtish It Not...The Middle East Cover-Up, by Martin Adams
and ChristopherMayhew; They Dare To Speak Ou, byUS Congressman Paul Findley; andThi Zionist Connection,
by the anti-Zionist Jew Alfred M. Lilienthal. An extremely interesting book is Uncomfofiable euestions For
Comfortable lewsrby the late Rabbi Meir Kahane. Kahane, a fanatical Zionist, makes exactly the same claims
about the leaders of Organised Jewry as the anti-semites except that he feels that Jewish leaders don,t go far
enough!
(88) The Universal lewish Encyclopedia, Yolume 8, pages 68-9.
(89) A full discussion of Mullins' work would take us far afield. In the first instance the reader is referred to
Candour, September, 1970, page 180, (op cit); the Washington Evening S/ar, February 18, 1958, (op cit); and
Eustace Clarence Mullins: Anti-Semitic Propagandist Or lconoclast? by Nexander Baron-
(90) A good example of one of these 'anti-Semites" is the American ideologue Elizabeth Dilling, a fellow traveller
of Henry Ford, and a recipient of his largess. Mrs Dilling's ravings - egThe PtotAgainst Chistiani4r - are as sincere
as they are insane. A much more tragic example is the sincere but extremely guliLle Lady Birdwood who has been
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dragged into court twice by the hatemongers of Organised Jewry for trying to alert her fellow Christians to the
Jewish conspiracy.
(91) The full quote is "Among the worst enemies of the Jew is the political racketeer and gangster who uses the
name of his faith for his own filthy gain..-Anyone who dares to link the name of lew with any political organization
ought to be scourged and excommunicated. They are the vilest type of professional Jew." - Rabbi Stephen Wise,
American Zionist, quoted intheAmeican Hebrewrpage 539, }{ay Llr1934.
(92) Hence the derogatory term "ultra-Orthodox", meaning those Jews who like under Jewish law (Hatakhah) and
believe that the state of Israel can only be established by the Messiah.
(93) A photograph of the actual document was published in the Nery Statesman in 1980. The article D estabilising
the "decent people", by Duncan Campbell, Bruce Page and Nick Anning, was published in the issue for February
L5,1980, pages234-6.
(94) Private information. The person concerned claimed to haye receiyed f,100 cash paynent from Gerry Gable
for attending a far right meeting in the 1980s.
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